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Product Overview 
Product Product 

Symbols 
Contract 

Size 
Quotation 

Unit 
Minimum 

Quotes 

 Limit 
Order 

Distance 

Bid-Ask 
Spread 

Volume Per 
Trade 

Minimum 
Deposit Margin Requirement 

Spot 
Gold XAUUSD# 

100 
oz/lot 

USD/oz 0.01 
USD/oz 

2 USD Floating 
0.1~30 lots; 
Unlimited 
positions 

 700 USD 

From 700 USD / lot 
(Contact us) 

Spot 
Silver XAGUSD# 

5000 
oz/lot 

USD/oz 0.01 
USD/oz 0.2 USD Floating 

0.1~30 lots; 
Unlimited 
positions 

 700 USD 

 
 
 Trading Hours 

US Daylight Saving Monday 07:00 am to Saturday 03:00 am (GMT+8) 

US Winter Time Monday 08:00 am to Saturday 03:30 am (GMT+8) 

(Trading is conducted 24 hours from Monday to Friday Excluding Non-Trading Days) 

(There will be a daily trading break time from 4:55 to 6:05 (GMT+8) during US Daylight Saving period or from 5:55 

to 7:05 (GMT+8) during US Wintertime period.) 

Trading Method 
I. MT4 Online Trading 

MetaTrader 4 (MT4) is a professional trading system with complete functions. Customers can trade 

on our official MT4. 

 

https://direct.lc.chat/13052577/
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Trading Details 

Market Price Execution 

Mode Description 

 Market Order Execution is an instruction to buy or sell at the next available 

market price. Pursuant to market conditions, there may be a difference 

between the price selected on our trading platform and the final execution 

price received. This difference may be less favorable or more favorable than 

the original quoted price and is a function of market liquidity. 

Situation1 

Offer price is the same as 

the request price 

 Under Market Order Execution, if the price is same as the customer 

requested, it will be executed with the same price. (Including of all pending 

orders and market orders)  

Situation2 

Offer price is different 

from the request price 

 Under Market Order Execution, if the price is different from the customer 

requested, it will be executed with the latest price. (Including of all pending 

orders and market orders) 

Limit Order 

Limit Order 

cancellation 

 All limit orders will be cancelled after the market closes on Saturday and 

before market holidays (HKT). 

 When the settled limited order reaches the specified price, the limit order 

will be cancelled and cannot be executed, if a client's account margin is 

insufficient. 

Limit Order 

modification 

restrictions 

 When the executed price of limited order/ pending order is closed to the 

market price, the order will be unable to modify or cancel. The system will 

accept the request of modifying and cancelling while the market price is 

away from the executed price. 

 When the current price is close to $0.5, the limit order cannot be modified. 

The limited order can only be modified when it is 2 US dollars away from the 

current price.  
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Trading Details 

Trading ratios 

Stop Out Level 
 When margin rate of an investor drops to 30% or below, we will start closing out 

your trades until your margin level is back above the Stop Out Level.

Lock Position 

 After the market closes on Friday or before the holiday, if the maintenance 

margin ratio in the account is less than 100%, the system will automatic lock-up 

all the positions in the account.

 (Locked positions are positions of equal size on the same account on the same 

instrument but in opposite directions (buying and selling).

 When the market opens after the holiday, the new order will not be 

automatically cancelled by the system, so the customer needs to consider the 

market situation to choose how to deal with the positions in the account.

Reminders 

 The company has the right to adjust the bid-ask spread and suspend the limit order without

further notice to the customer.

 The company does not encourage customers to hand over the account password to anyone or

make any trading decisions on behalf of customers. If the customer suffers any investment loss,

the company will not be responsible for it.
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Deposit and Withdrawal Hours 
Deposit 

 24-hour deposit service, may not be available on market holidays. 

 Deposits on Saturdays and Sundays can be received on the same day under normal 

circumstances. 

 For Market holidays, you can pay attention to our website announcement. 

Withdrawal 

 The withdrawal can be applied for 24 hours on the trading day, and closed on Saturdays, 

Sundays, and some holidays. 

 The review of the withdrawal application may take 1-2 hours and will be processed during 

working hours. If the application is approved, mostly the fund will be credited to your bank 

account on the same day of application.  

 

Deposit and Withdrawal Methods 
Deposit 

I. Online transfer： 

Online deposit is the most convenient transfer method currently. You can log into our account 

management system (AMS) and transfer funds easily with your e-banking service. 

 
* 5% handling fee will be charged for online transfer transactions. 

* If you have traded enough lots before your next withdrawal, that is, 1 closing lot must be completed for every 700 

USD deposit, and in such a case, we will bear the corresponding 5% handling fee. 

* The upper transfer limit depends on banks. For details, please contact your bank. 

* Prestige does not accept any deposits from third parties.  
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II. Local deposit/ Wire transfer： 

Customers can make deposits to our following corporate bank accounts via inter-bank transfer, 

remittance, check deposit, ATM deposit, or wire transfer. By choosing the above deposit methods, 

please write down your name and the account number held by the customer. Then you may fax it 

to 852-3759 6800 or email to admin@prestigegroup.com.hk 

Bank account name Prestige International Bullion Co., Ltd. 

Bank name 
 

International 

remittance code 
UBHKHKHH 

Band Address 
33rd Floor, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Building, 3 Garden Road, Central, Hong 

Kong 

Bank account number 
（HKD）861520046770 

（Other currencies）861530045101 

Bank account name Prestige International Bullion Co., Ltd. 

Bank name 
 

International 

remittance code 
BKCHHKHH 

Band Address 1 Garden Road, Central, Hong Kong 

Bank account number 
（HKD）012-899-1-022419-7 

（Other currencies）012-899-9-212785-6 

 

Withdrawal 

Online withdrawal： 

You can apply for withdrawal at any time 24 hours a day, and the earliest time to reach your bank 

account can be in an hour. 

 

★If you have any questions, please contact our friendly Customer Service ★ 

★We reserve all rights to add, delete or modify the trading rules★ 
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